Bush leads popular vote; Kerry camp vows a fight
Obama sails to Senate win | Midwest states hold key

**ELECTION 2004**

**Crane ousted**

**Battlegrounds**

*By Howard Witt and Andrew Martin*

By Howard Witt

Detroit, Mich. — Barack Obama, the first black U.S. senator, captured Illinois on Tuesday night after his historic victory.

Election night unfolded with huge numbers of voters flocked to the polls. First-time voters played a crucial role in the outcome of the presidential race.
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First-time voters played a crucial role in the outcome of the presidential race. They helped to boost voter turnout to historically high levels.
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**Election results by the numbers**

*By Howard Witt*

With an overall turnout of 98%, the 2000 election was a record turnout. The election was marked by high levels of voter participation, with over 120 million Americans casting their ballots.

**U.S. Senate - Illinois**
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Despite a strong showing by incumbent Barack Obama, incumbent Kerry held on to his seat with a slim majority. Obama's victory was seen as a major upset in Illinois, which had traditionally voted for the Republican candidate.
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